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Box 1 (arranged alphabetically by title) A - D
Annadale, Charles
see Blackie's Modern Encyclopedia
Concise Dictionary
Imperial Dictionary

Barclay's Dictionary

Bellows, John
see French and English Dictionary for the Pocket

Bible Dictionary
see New Bible Dictionary

Blackie's (misc)
see also Blackie (private press section)

Blackie's Modern Cyclopedia (editor Charles Annadale)

Boucher, Jonathan Glossary of Archaic and Provincial Words

Campbell, Lewis
see Plato-Lexicon

Cassell's Misc

Cassell's:
Cabinet Cyclopedia
Physical Educator (see Cassell's Cabinet Cyclopedia)
Popular Educator
Storehouse of General Information
Technical Educator

Catholic Encyclopedia

Century:
Cyclopedia of Names
Dictionary (editor William Dwight Whitney)

Chambers:
Mis
Cyclopedia of English Literature (editor David Patrick)
Dictionary of the English Language (editor Arnold J Cooley)
Encyclopedia
Etymological Dictionary of the English Language
Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English Language

Cheyne, T K
see Encyclopedia Biblica

Children's:
Encyclopedia (editor Arthur Mee)
Treasure House (editor Arthur Mee)
Concise Dictionary of the English Language (based on the Imperial Dictionary by Charles Annadale)

Cooley, Arnold J
see Chambers Dictionary of the English Language

Cowley, John H
see Oxford English Dictionary

Croft, Herbert
see Johnson's Dictionary

Cyclopedia of English Literature (editor David Patrick)

Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words (by James Orchard Halliwell)

Dictionary of Biographical Reference (editor Lawrence B Phillips)

Dictionary of National Biography (Editors Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee)

Box 2 (arranged alphabetically by title) D cont. - E

Dictionary of Statistics (editor Michael G Muhall)

Economic and Comprehensive Dictionary of the English Language

Encyclopedia Biblica (editor T K Cheyne)

Encyclopedia Britannica:
Misc articles including Wisdom on the Hire system (1903)
8th edition advertisement
Circular (1881) concerning the preparation of article 'Libraries'
9th edition: Advertisements
Celebration banquet (11.12.1888) souvenir booklet
The 'Daily Mail' offer ('The Times' reprint)
Encyclopedia Britannica Dinner 1903
11th edition: Advertising material
Invitation, seating plan and menu for 'a dinner in celebration of the part taken by women in producing the eleventh edition'
12th edition: Advertisement
13th edition: Advertisement
14th edition: Advertisement

[No boxes 3 and 4]

**Box 5 (arranged alphabetically by title) E cont - O**

Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (editor James Hastings)

Encyclopedia of Social Reform

Encyclopedic Dictionary

Encyclopaedie du Dix-Neuvieme Siecle

English Encyclopedia (conducted by Charles Knight)

English Dialect Dictionary (editor Joseph Wright)

Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language (by John Jamison, editor John Longmuir)

Everyman's Encyclopedia

Fennell, C A M

*see* Stanford Dictionary of Anglicized Words and Phrases

French and English Dictionary for the Pocket (by John Bellows)

Funk and Wagnail's Standard Dictionary of the English Language

Grand Dictionnaire (Larousse)

*see* Larousse Grand Dictionnaire Universel

Halliwell, James Orchard

*see* Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words
Harmsworth:
Encyclopedia
Self Educator
Universal Encyclopedia

Hastings, James
see Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics

Hutchinson's Pictorial Encyclopedia (editor Walter Hutchinson)

Imperial Dictionary of the English Language (by John Ogilvie, revised by Charle Annadale)

Jamieson, John
see Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language

Johnson's Dictionary (editor Herbert Croft)

King's English Encyclopedia

Knight, Charles
see English Cyclopedia

Larousse Grand Dictionnaire Universel

Lee, Sidney
see Dictionary of National Biography

Library Dictionary of the English Language

Lloyd's Encyclopedic Dictionary

Longmuir, John
see Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language

Mee, Arthur
see Children's Encyclopedia
Theatre House
Pictorial Dictionary

Mulhall, Michael G
see Dictionary of Statistics

Murray, James
see Oxford English Dictionary
National Cyclopedia of American Biography
New and General Biographical Dictionary (1761)

New Bible Dictionary

New Chamber's Encyclopedia
see Chamber's

New English Dictionary of Historical Principals
see Oxford English Dictionary

New General Biographical Dictionary

New International Encyclopedia of Social Reform
see Encyclopedia of Social Reform

New Standard Dictionary
see Ward, Lock New Standard Dictionary

New Universal Dictionary

Nouveau Dictionnaire National

Nouveau Larousse Illustre

Oracle Encyclopedia

Box 6 (arranged alphabetically by title) O cont. - W
Oxford English Dictionary: (editor James A H Murray)
Various items

Patrick, David
see Cyclopedia of English Literature

Pear's Shilling Cyclopedia

Penny Cyclopedia
see English Cyclopedia

Phillips, Lawrence B
see Dictionary of Biographical Reference

Plato-Lexicon (editor Lewis Campbell)
Routledge's Universal Encyclopedia
Smaller Latin-English Dictionary (by William Smith)

Standard Dictionary
see Funk & Wagnall's Standard Dictionary

Stanford Dictionary of Anglicized Words and Phrases (editor C A M Fennell)

Stephen, Leslie
see Dictionary of National Biography

Student's Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon (by Henry Sweet)

Thomas, Ralph
see Oxford English Dictionary

Times, The
see Century Cyclopedia of Names
Century Dictionary

Twentieth Century Dictionary
see Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary

Ward, Lock:
Standard Dictionary
New Standard Dictionary of the English Language

Webster's International Dictionary

Whitney, William Dwight
see Century Dictionary

Miscellaneous